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My name is Tina break field, I live in Vancouver and work as a stay-at-home mother to a 3-year-old
daughter in run a sustainability law. I've come here today to talk about the refined ability project
and how and why against it. Most of what I've written has been talked about and multiple other
comments so I will go ahead and skip over those. One thing I will bring up and I always found this
very interesting and no one has mentioned this yet. Is that while we are having the wildfires going
on here there are at this moment five tropical cyclones that are simultaneously moving through the
Atlantic right now. Now one of them, Sally finally hit yesterday the Florida Alabama border and
unleashed the inches of rain in about four hours. That is about 30 months worth of rain and four
hours. I'm from Austin Texas and I know someone recently came on and spoke about people from
the South moving here.

It is happening because I am one of them. I was born in 1979 which was the first year that they did I
think a climate change analysis. And for the entirety of my life, I have been watching things
change. From when I was a young child until now. I have been dealing with, in Texas, 115 up to
120 ° summers nonstop for years now. People will be leaving that region. Because it will become
inhabitable. And lastly I would like to say real quick, some numbers here. Someone mentioned we
have a project giving 30 to $40 million in revenue. You know how much damage the fires will do,
130 to 150 billion in losses. So from million 2 billion do the mass. And reject this project and the
refinery in the shoreline project for this. Thank you. 


